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From the Publisher:

C

reative play has always been
important at Dalmatian Press.
By encouraging creativity—through
artwork, music, or imagining other
worlds—we help children to become
the unique people they are meant
to be.
Several new products this spring
were designed to spark the creativity
of Dalmatian readers. Scratch and
Doodle books offer sturdy holographic
foil and swirl pattern scratch-offs, as
well as coloring and activity pages—
geared to both boys and girls!—with
room to color, draw, or just doodle
with a special mini marker.
And for aspiring artists interested
in animal friends, Dalmatian has
produced a new Learn to Draw
Animals kit, complete with sketch
pad, colored pencils and markers,
step-by-step instructions, and a binder
with touch fastener for easy storage.
Carl Sagan believed that the
imagination can “carry us to worlds
that never were.” And Dalmatian is
proud to offer color and activity sets
to help transport children back into
the most popular space fantasy series
of all time: Star Wars: The Clone Wars.
Jedi Knights and spectacular star
galaxy clones and villains will come
to life in Dalmatian products based on
the 3D CGI animated movie scheduled
for release on Aug. 15, 2008, and a
CGI television series to be broadcast
over Cartoon Network and TNT
in September.
May the force be with you …

Brandon Reed
Publisher, Dalmatian Press
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Hot off the Presses!
New titles available now in the warehouse:
Scratch and Doodle
Dino Magic (1403744890)
Princess Magic (1403744874)
Pony Magic (1403744866)
Fairy Magic (1403744882)
76 pages
Hardcover
Spiral binding
$10.95 US/$13.00 CAN

Coming Fall 2
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Star Wars: The Clone Wars

Sticker Play Book to Color (1403750599)
32 pages
SRP $2.99

Star Wars: The Clone Wars

Activity Book to Color (1403750939)
Includes “Lightsaber” action figure pen
48 pages
SRP $3.99

